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It's a simple circuit that can power a light bulb without any wires, about 1 inch away! This circuit works as both, the totaling converter step and also wireless power transformer and the resivar. It's a very simple plan to do, and can be used in many ways if better. So it allows to get! So you will need to create this circuit: 1) Np-tremt. I've used 2N3904 but you can use any np tanster. Most commonly you can find
BC 337, BC547 etc. (any pinp truncistor will work, only resuid the polarity of the connection.) 2) magnet wire or a adjacent wire. The feet of about 3-4 wire or less should be enough. (Magnet wires are only the tanbe wires with very thin cinnamon molysa) You can find wires from most electronics, such as inside the CFC bulb, inside the speaker, inside, etc. 3) Resristor 1 kg Simon Oohm. This resarster will be
used to protect the tanajuster from burning in the case of extra or additional use of extra-adhesive heat. You can use high values from 4-5 kg simon o'ohm. You may also decide not to use the resarster, but it will scare in more amps, thus taking your battery faster. 4) LED lighting. I used a 2 mm ultra bright white L.E.D. You can use any L. E. D (light-up spherid). For this circuit, led only displays the circuit in
action. 5) A 1.5 Volt AA battery. (Do not use high-quality batteries unless you want to damage your tremtor.) Tools needed: 1) scissors or a peel. 2) Suiding iron (optional). If you don't have a suiding iron, you can just turn the wires and go to the connection. What I did when I didn't have suiding iron. If you want to try the circuit on the sunderless breadboyd, you're good to go. 3) Light (optional). We will be
used lightly to burn the mucous with the wire, then only use a canchi or a sire to get away from the mucous. So you need to take the wires first, and a 30-round object to the kundali changes around. Name of this kundli A. Start the coalong again with the same round object. When you change with your 15th wire, make a tape, and then another 15 changes. So now you have a kundli with two noons and a nall.
Its name is Kundli B. At the end of the tiger wires, so that it is not kundli by itself. Both end and burn the nall to take away the mucous from the hook. If you don't want to use light, use a canche to clear the thickness from the end of the wires and the end of the tap. Make sure the number of twists on the veas and the kundli are equal!! Making a transformer: Take the transistor, and keep this place so that the
flat side is facing and the leases are facing you. The left is led by The Emeter, is the leadership base in the middle, and is the leadership collector in the right. Take the reserster and connect one of its endings based on the tremtor. Take the other end of the resarster And contact him (not the nall) with The Kundli B. Take the other end of the kundli B and contact the collector The tremt. If you want you can
attach a small piece of wire to the administrator's emeter (it will act as an extension of the Emeter.) recipient: To make a receiver, just take the kundli and contact l.e.d. at the end of it on the leases you are creating the circuit!!! Here's the circuit's schimata. If you don't know anything about sahimatax, don't worry. In the next stage, a diagram is provided. So here's the shape of the circuit. Just tap The Kundli
B and contact it at the positive end of the battery. Connect the negative end of the battery to the administrator's emeter. Now if you take the kundli with you on Kundli B. E. near Kundli B, L E. D Lights Up! (I'm just trying to explain the science behind it in plain words and imagens, and I know I'm going to make mistakes. To provide the right explanation I need to go into details, which I fail in, so I'll just use
common comparisons to define the circuit). The we just created the transformer circuit is a oscillating circuit. You may not have heard of the Joal Chor circuit that has made a likefor this circuit. A jole thief circuit, takes electricity from a 1.5 volt battery, with thousands of electric results but intervals in between on a high-quality volte. L. E. D is required to light 3 volts, but a joll thief circuit can illuminate a 1.5 volt
battery with L. E. D. So the Joal Thief Circuit is known as a step-up converter and also has a oscillation. The circuit we created also a oscillation and up-converter step. But the question may be, how does it illuminate the LED at a distance? It is offered because of it. Allows using transformers for example. A normal transformer is a cover with wires on any side. Suppose that the wire on each side of the
transformer is equal in the amount. When electricity is passed through a kundali, the kundali becomes an electromagnet. If electricity is the ointting- tage, that means the quality will increase and fall. So when an asanalting power is passed through the kundali, the electromagnet properties benefit and then lose the dynamics again when the vultage drops. The wire is like becoming a kundli electromagnet and
then losing its electromagnetic properties very fast just like a magnet inside and outside the other kundali. And when you accelerate a magnet through a wire hook, you generate electricity, so the ossinalting willbe transferred to the transformer in one of the hooks, in the other of the wire, and thus wirelessly the electricity is transferred from one kundali to another. In our circuit, the air is basic, and the ointting
is going through the first kundali, so you have one in the second kundali. C Power Incentive and Light Bulb! So for our circuit we used just one LED to show the output. But we can do more than that! Receive circuit. C is electric, so we can use the big step up converter Produce from the resivar kundali to illuminate the CFC Bulb! Also it's great for some cool magic tricks, fun gifts, and science projects for
class. In addition you can change the number of kundali on the kundli and the diameter of the bend to maximum results. Also you can try making a pancik kundali, and see how it goes! The possibilities are infinite!!! So there are different conditions of problems you can face, and how to fix them: 1) Problem: The tannstor gets very hot! Solution: Did you use the correct value reserster? I didn't use the restorer
for the first time, and it started to smoke. If this does not resolve the problem, then try using a tremtor with a heat shrink or high amp rating. 2) Problem: Does not illuminate the light!!! Solution: The problem is very wide. There may be many reasons behind this problem. But check the connection first. I accidentally changed the twenty and collector connection, which created a big problem for me. So you first
check the connection. Check a multimeter to see if you have continuity between your connections. Make sure that the kundlis are of the same veas. Be careful with any shortang in the circuit. I don't know about any more problems. But if you are experiencing any other problems, tell me! I'll try to help as much as I can. Also I'm 9th team, so my scientific knowledge is extremely limited, and if I make a
mistake, I'll help me find it. Suggestions for improvement are welcome. Good luck with your plan!!! A powerful. Compact...... Cost effective... And made easy wireless power transmission module.... Please vote for me if you like.... So there are so many modules on the web...... But my motivation is wireless power to generate 147.7 kg waves for the module using a function generator older than the
robotkim249....... But because of lack of resources I had to make one of my own (here it is-event generator) but after the size cases... I have to make it more compact.... (After all we are living in the generation of the nutechnology). Thou....... One night...... I came up with an idea of using a microcontrol to create square waves and the next day I started working on it...... After another half week of struggle......
I came up with this design....... Let's browse...... How to make it....... The current production of the recour is 50 mxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx The XXXXXXXXX x x can also be recevered in input in 5.18 V in
an Arduino UN R3 and most of your AVR (vote in 2313 and your favorite Add it to support. Electrical to design an electric power transmission and distribution company and to increase its power system To employ. They can also provide support, rehabilitation and supervision of facilities or projects. This allows them to put their engineering training to work in practical or management applications. The power
distribution industry is most popular for them In terms of employment. The electrical energy industry has employed engineering workers of various characteristics as of May 42,270, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Of these, 15,310-over-36 percent were electrical engineers. According to the bureau, these transmission and distribution electrical engineers got an annual wage of $85,530, or $41.12
an hour. In the transmission and distribution industry, salary for electrical engineers can reach six figures for the best paid workers. The top 25 percent of power engineers working in this industry can get $100,710 or more, with the top 10 percent earning a salary of $116,690 or more. The bottom 25 percent get $69,480 or less, making down 10 percent to $58,000 or less. BSL Internishal reported that
154,250 electrical engineering was employed across the country in all industries. This means that all electrical engineers working in the transmission and distribution of 15,310 power comprise stake of about 10% of the employee in the United States. It made the second largest employee of power engineers, just behind the services of the electrical and engineering. The overall bsl internal survey meant
electrical engineers got an annual wage of $89,200, which was $3,670 more than the average salary paid to electrical engineers in the transmission and distribution industry. This means that transmission engineers' $85,530 average was more than 4 percent higher than the average for the offering. Pros.
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